
Old York TI Virtual Business Panto 

With the travelling porphyry stone still fixed at the base of Mount Whitcliffe until Boris, or 

the PGM, calls upon us to travel again by either land or water the intrepid brethren of Old 

York TI now embark on a diversionary nautical interlude: the 2020 Royal Ark Mariner 

Virtual* Business Panto. 

Tickets go on sale soon and, as we expect rulers to be in the audience (oh yes, we do), there 

has to be a dress code: swarthy bandana, large brass earring (nose rings optional), rainbow 

design face masks, eye patch (ProvRAMGR left eye, RAMGR both eyes). 

PLOT 

Peter (Spence) Pan, Michael (Ryland) and the Lost Boys (Fred Smith, Frank Woolgrove and 

David Jennings) have been abducted and held in quarantine in a far, far away land by the 

evil Captain (Andrew) Jagged Hook and his trusty sidekick Smee (Roddy Fraser). 

So the brethren bravely embark on a diligent search to rescue them. Alanddin (Pendleton) 

and his kindly mother Widow Twankey (Robert Holmes) join the caravan of overland 

explorer Marco (Simmons) Polo and his Mint Spies (Phil Harrison, Phil Benson, David Wright 

and Alastair McIntyre) looking towards the east. 

Track and Trace (pre-Covid Dandini and Buttons), played by Eddie and Andy, turned to the 

west and were last seen sporting their new regalia at the charity ball hosted by Prince 

Charming (Keith Watson). 

If Peter, Michael and the lost Boys are to be saved it’s all down to Captain Pugwash (our 

WCN) and his motley crew: Fletcher Christian (Holmes), Billy (Gordon) Bones, Davy (Cook) 

Jones, Benn Gumm (Mike Lawrance) and Long John Silver-Brooke. 

Scene One opens with the Good Fairy (Howard Shoesmith) trying to wake them from their 

drunken slumbers whilst Baron Hardup (veteran thespian and treasurer Ian Wilkinson) and 

Mother Goose (Stuart Taylor) count the impending financial and reputational cost of this 

extravaganza. 

 

We think all the brethren have been allocated roles (and apologise if anyone’s been missed 

out) but we still haven’t anyone to play Wishee Washee, the Ugly Sisters or, most 

importantly, Daisy the Cow. Any suggestions? 

 

*meaning it won’t actually happen 


